1. Introduction. All groups in this paper are abelian, we shall follow the notation and terminology of [3] . Let G be a group. A subgroup H oí Gis said to bep-isotype in G if pßH = H n pßG for each ordinal ß; H is called isotype in G if H is p-isotype in G for each prime p. Let P be the set of all primes and r = (a^^gp a sequence, where each ap is either an ordinal or the symbol oo which is considered to be larger than any ordinal. A subgroup H is said to be T-isotype in G it pßH = H n pßG for every prime p and for every ordinal ß < a . If a = 0,1, a, oo for every prime p then T-isotype subgroups are precisely subgroups, neat subgroups, pure subgroups, isotype subgroups respectively. Further, Gt and Gp are the torsion part of G and the p-component of Gr It is natural to use the symbol paG [p] .
K. M. Rangaswamy [7] obtained a characterization of intersections of neat subgroups. L. Fuchs [4, 5] asked for a characterization of those subgroups that are an intersection of pure subgroups. C. Megibben [6] answered this question for p-groups and D. Boyer and K. M. Rangaswamy [1] for arbitrary abelian groups.
The purpose of this paper is to describe those subgroups that are an intersection of T-isotype subgroups (see Theorem 1) . As corollaries yield a characterization of intersections of isotype subgroups (see Corollary 2) and the recalled results of Boyer and Rangaswamy [1] and Rangaswamy [7] (see Corollaries 3 and 4). Finally, T-isotype and isotype subgroups are characterized (see Theorem 2 and Corollary 5).
In the papers [6] and [1] , the given subgroup is realized as an intersection of neat subgroups which are then shown to be pure. We do not follow this idea in the present paper. To prove that the given subgroup H is an intersection of T-isotype subgroups, we construct for each element x E G \ H a T-isotype subgroup containing H but not including x.
The author is indebted to Professor Rangaswamy for sending him a preprint of the paper [1] . It was the reading of this paper which inspired the presented work.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to the referee for his advice how to make the main proof more readable.
2. Construction of F-isotype and isotype subgroups. Lemma 1. Let G be a group, x E G andp a prime. If K is a subgroup of G maximal with respect to the conditions px E K and x E K then K is q-isotype in G for each prime q¥=p. Moreover, if x E pßG and px £pß+iK for some ordinal ß, then paK = K n paGfor each ordinal a < ß + 1.
Proof. Suppose g E G\K and qg £ K. Since x E (g, K), x = ng + k, where k E K and n is an integer; obviously (n, q) = 1. Hence png E K and q \pn. This contradiction implies that (G/K)q = 0 and hence Kis a-isotype in G (see [3, Lemma 
103.1]).
Moreover suppose that x E pßG and px E pß+lK for some ordinal ß. We prove that paK = K D paG for each ordinal a < ß + 1. It is sufficient to show that if this equality holds for a < ß then it holds for a + 1. Let k E K n pa+lG, i.e. k = pg, where g E p"G; obviously k E K n paG = paK. If g E K then g_E K n p_aG = paK and k = pg E pa+iK. If g E K then x E (g, K), i.e. x = ng + k, where k E K and « is an integer; obviously (p,n) -1. Since g £ paG and x E pßG C paG, we have k E K D paG = paK. Now, nk = png = px -pk E pa+xK. Since (p,n)= I, k E P A.
Lemma 2. Lez H be a subgroup of a group G,p a prime, ß an ordinal or the symbol oo and x E G. Let A be a subset of G such that for every ordinal y < ß there is an element a E A with a E (H, pyG[p], px). If K is a subgroup of G maximal with respect to the properties x E K and K D (H, px, [x -a; a E A}) then K is q-isotype in G for each prime q ¥= p and pyK = K (~) pyG for each ordinal y < ß. Moreover, if K D pßG then K is isotype in G.
Proof. With respect to Lemma 1, it is sufficient to show that if pyK = K n pyG for y < 0 thenp1'+ XK = K n py+ ]G. LetkEKH py+ {G, i.e. k = pg, where g £ pyG; obviously kEKDpyG= pyK. If g E K then k=pgE py+ lK. If g E K then
x E (g, K), i.e. x = ng + k, where k E K and « is an integer. Obviously (p, n) = 1 and x -k E pyG. Now, nk -png = p(x -k). By assumption, there is an element a E A such that a -h + g + mpx, where h E H, g E pyG[p] and m is an integer.
Moreover, if K D pßG then pßG -pßG C\K = pßK and hence pyG C\K-pyK for each ordinal y. Corollary 1. Let H be a subgroup of a group G, p a prime, ß an ordinal or the symbol oo and x £ G. Let x E (H, pyG[p], px) for each ordinal y < ß. If K is a subgroup of G maximal with respect to the properties x £ K and K D (H, px) then K is q-isotype in G for each prime q ¥^p and pyK = K n pyG for each ordinal y < ß. Moreover, if KD pßG then K is isotype in G.
Proof. Put A = {x} and the assertion follows from Lemma 2. (ii). Let e be the least ordinal such that ß is cofinal with e (i.e. e = cof(/?)). Let ßa, a < e be an ascending sequence of ordinals with the limit ß. For each ordinal a < e let aa Epß«G[p]\H (see (i)) and further let ya be the least ordinal such that aa E H + py°G[p] (see (ii)); obviously ßa<ya< ß-We use the transfinite induction to define an ascending sequence of ordinals 8a, a < e with the following properties (I, a) a<8a<e, (2, a) Va' < a ys < ßs .
Put 80 = 0, (1,0) and (2,0) hold.
Suppose that for an ordinal a < e, the ordinal 8a with the properties (I, a) and (2, a) is defined. Let 8a+x be the least ordinal k such that ySa<ßK-Obviously (\,a+ l)and(2, a+ 1) hold.
Suppose that a < e is a limit ordinal and for each ordinal a' < a, the ordinal 8a, with the properties (1, a') and (2, a') is defined. Since e = cof(/?), there is an ordinal k < e such that ys , < ßK for each a' < a; let 8a be the least such ordinal k. Obviously (1, a) and (2, a) hold.
Since a *£ 8a < e, we have ßa < ßSa < ß and ß is the limit of the sequence ßs^, a < e. Put A -{aSa; a<e and ¡x < ßsJ. Obviously, A is a subset of p,lG [p] . UA' is a finite subset of A then the element as^ E A' with the least index a and the ordinal v = ys have the desired properties.
3. The main theorem and corollaries. (i) H is an intersection of T-isotype subgroups.
(ii) For all primes p and all ordinals a< a , if there is an element x £ paG \ H with px E H then there is an element y E paG[p]\H.
(iii) For each prime p, if ß is the least ordinal such that pßG[p] C H and ß < a then for each element x E G\H with px E H, x E H + pßG.
Proof, (i) -» (ii). Suppose that for some prime p and some ordinal a < ap,
x E p"G \ H and px E H. Let A" be a T-isotype subgroup of G such that H C K and
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use x £ K. Since px £ K n pa+ 'G = pa+xK, there is an element Â: E paA such that px =pk. Now, x -A: G/G[/)]\r/.
(ii) -» (iii). Let ß be the least ordinal such that pßG[p] C H and ß < ap, let x EG\H and px E H.If x = h + z, where « £ # and z E pßG, then z EpßG\H, pz EH and (ii) yields a contradiction. Hence x £ 77 + p^G.
(iii) -» (i). Let x E G\H and px E H for some prime p. We wish to construct a T-isotype subgroup Kof G such that x £ A" and H C K. We distinguish two cases:
Case If x £ L then a subgroup AT of G maximal with respect to the properties L E K, x £ K will be by Lemma 2, isotype in case I and T-isotype in case II.
Suppose x E L. We claim case 2 does not arise at all. Suppose on the contrary, case 2 arises. In this case we can write r « + g+ 2 «,(x-a,), in case I i=i r h + 2 «,(* -a¡), in case II, i=i where h E H, g E pßG, a¡ E A, n¡ are integers and («,, p) = 1. By Lemma 3, we may assume that there is an ordinal v with xi<v<ß, a, £ H + p"G[p] and a2,... ,ar E p"G[p]. Now, px E H implies, in case I, that pg £ H and our hypothesis (iii) implies that g E H. Thus in both cases I and II we conclude that (l-2«,) xEH + p»G[p}. (iii) For each prime p and each coset x + H of order p, there is another coset y + H of order p such that y is of order p and h*(x) < h*(y).
(iv) For each prime p, each natural number n and each coset x + H of order p", there is another coset y + H of order p" such that y is of order p" and h*(x) < h*(y). The following are equivalent: (i) H is an intersection of pure subgroups.
(ii) For all primes p and all natural numbers n, if there is an element x E pnG \ H withpx E H then there is an element y E p"G[p]\H.
(iii) For all primes p and all natural numbers n, if there is an element g E G such that p"g E H and p"~lg £ H then there is an element z EG such that p"z -0 and p"~xz£H.
Corollary 4 (Rangaswamy [7] ). Let H be a subgroup of a group G. The following are equivalent:
(i) H is an intersection of neat subgroups.
(ii) For all primes p, if there is an element x E G\H with px E H then there is an element y E G[p]\H.
4. T-isotype and isotype subgroups. In conclusion, it is interesting to give a following characterization of T-isotype subgroups. Theorem 2. Let H be a subgroup of a group G, T = (ap)peP. The following are equivalent:
(i) H is T-isotype in G.
(ii) For each prime p and each ordinal a < ap, if there is an element x E paG\H such that px E H then there is an element y E p"G[p] \ H such that x -y E H.
Proof, (i) -» (ii). Suppose that for some prime p and some ordinal a<ap, x E paG \H and px EH. Hence px E H n pa+ lG -pa+XH and there is an element « E paH such thatpx = ph. Now, y -x -h E paG[p] \H and x -y £ H.
(ii) «i (i). It is sufficient to show that for each prime p and each ordinal a < ap, the equality paG (1 H = paH implies the equality pa+lG D H = pa+xH. Let « E pa+'G D H, i.e. « = pg, where g E paG. U g E H then h E pa+1H.lî g & H then by (ii), there is an element y £ p"G[p] \H such that g -y E H. Now, g -y E p"G n 7Í = paH and hence p(g -y) = h £ pa+1#.
Corollary
5. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. The following are equivalent: (i) H is isotype in G.
(ii) For each prime p, every coset x + H of order p contains an element y of order p such that h*(x) *s «*( v).
(iii) For each prime p and each natural number n, every coset x + H of order p" contains an element y of order p" such that h*(x) < h*(y).
Proof. By Theorem 2, (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Obviously (iii) implies (ii). We use the induction to prove the implication (ii) -* (iii). Suppose that (iii) holds for n > 1. Let x + H be a coset of order p"+) and h*(x) = a. Since px + H is a coset of order p", there is an element yx of order p" such that y, -px E H and a + 1 < h*(px) < h*(yx). Write y, = py2, where y2 £ paG. Uy2 -xEH the we are through, since y2 is of order p"+1 and «*(x) < h*(y2). If y2 -x £ 7f then by (ii), the coset y2 -x + H of order p contains an element y3 of order p such that a < «*(y2 -x) < «*(y3). Finally, y2 -y3 is of order p"+1, y2 -y3 -x E H and a = h*p(x)<h*p(y2-y3). ■
